The visual word form system (VWFS), located in the occipito-temporal cortex, is involved in orthographic processing of visually presented words (Cohen et al., 2002) . Recent fMRI studies in children and adults have demonstrated a gradient of increasing word-selectivity along the posterior-to-anterior axis of this system (Vinckier et al., 2007 ), yet whether this pattern is modified by the increased reading experience afforded by age is still in question. In this study, we employed fMRI and an implicit word-processing task, and then used a region of interest analysis approach along the occipito-temporal cortex to test the prediction that the selectivity for words along the extent of the VWFS differs between older experienced and younger novice readers. Our results showed differences between children and adults during word processing in the anterior left occipito-temporal cortex, providing evidence of developmental refinement for word recognition along the VWFS.
Introduction
Two decades of in vivo brain imaging studies of reading have been able to significantly advance our understanding of the functional neuroanatomy of the components of the reading process in typical and atypical readers (for reviews, see: Price et al., 2003; Pugh et al., 2001; Sandak, EinarMencl, Frost, & Pugh, 2004; Schlaggar & McCandliss, 2007) . Specifically, a dorsal-ventral schema has been derived for the left hemisphere under which the ventral region (occipito-temporal cortex) has been functionally assigned as the visual orthographic system, specialized for fast processing of visually presented word forms, and relying on familiarity of word representations (Baker et al., 2007; Cohen et al., 2002; Dehaene et al., 2004; Maurer et al., 2006; Petersen, Fox, Snyder, & Raichle, 1990; Salmelin, Service, Kiesila, Uutela, & Salonen, 1996; Tarkiainen, Helenius, Hansen, Cornelissen, & Salmelin, 1999) . The dorsal aspects on the other hand, host phonological and semantic processing in a distributed manner: temporo-parietal cortex subserves phonological manipulations (phonological awareness), phonological decoding (linking orthography to phonology), as well as semantic processing, while inferior frontal regions are involved in these same processes, together with articulation (Fiez & Petersen, 1998; Jobard, Crivello, & Tzourio-Mazoyer, 2003; Poldrack et al., 1999) .
How these regions change developmentally as a consequence of reading experience has been a topic of recent research interest. Though methodological and practical challenges exist in examining the developmental trajectory of neural changes that occur with reading acquisition, several studies have been able to shed some light on the issue through cross-sectional studies involving beginning readers and adults (see Schlaggar & McCandliss, 2007 for a review) . Consistent with models of typical reading acquisition (Pugh et al., 2001) , younger normal readers have been observed to rely primarily on left temporo-parietal (dorsal) regions during word processing, while left inferior frontal regions are not observed until readers reach adulthood (Booth et al., 2001; Brown et al., 2005; Gaillard et al., 2003; Schlaggar et al., 2002; Shaywitz et al., 2002; Shaywitz et al., 2004; Turkeltaub, Gareau, Flowers, Zeffiro, & Eden, 2003) . What is less clear is whether there is a developmental course in those ventral stream regions involved in orthographic processing, especially the so called ''visual word form area'' (VWFA - Cohen et al., 2000 Cohen et al., , 2002 McCandliss, Cohen, & Dehaene, 2003) .
In adult readers the VWFA consistently exhibits activation during word processing tasks, and has been shown to demonstrate selectivity for print over other types of stimuli such as checkerboards (Cohen et al., 2002) , with an invariance for non-essential properties of the visual input such as case, font, size and location (Dehaene et al., 2001; Dehaene et al., 2004) . It is considered to exhibit sensitivity to orthographic familiarity at the whole-word level (Bruno, Zumberge, Manis, Lu, & Goldman, 2008; Kronbichler et al., 2004 Kronbichler et al., , 2007 and would therefore seem to be a good candidate for showing modulation during the prolonged stages of reading acquisition. Specifically, the dorsal-ventral model of reading acquisition (Pugh et al., 2001) predicts that early readers rely primarily on the dorsal system during word processing (utilizing phonological assembly), with progressive development of the ventral system being hypothesized to occur with greater reading experience (providing direct lexical access through orthographic processing). However, studies by Schlaggar and colleagues (Brown et al., 2005; Schlaggar et al., 2002) which observed age-related increases in the left inferior frontal region during a task requiring subjects to provide a verbal response to a single presented word, concurrently observed greater activation for children than adults in the left extrastriate cortex, with these regions seemingly becoming less engaged in the more experienced readers. A study by Turkeltaub et al. (2003) , utilizing an implicit word processing task (i.e. detection of a tall character within a visually presented real word or false-font), made a similar observation, reporting disengagement of right hemisphere ventral extrastriate regions in concurrence with developmental increases in the left inferior frontal region.
It has been suggested that developmental changes in the occipito-temporal region may not have been captured in this work by not studying populations that are young enough to demonstrate developmental changes here (Turkeltaub et al., 2003) . Another explanation however, might be that these studies, focusing on the entire brain, and/or being bound to very specific anatomical locations, failed to capture more fine-grained developmental changes that occur within smaller regions of the ventral stream. A recent longitudinal study by Ben-Shachar and colleagues utilized a region-of-interest approach to examine developmental changes in visual word processing within the left occipito-temporal cortex (Ben-Shachar, Dougherty, Deutsch, & Wandell, 2011) . Specifically, using an implicit reading task, they presented their pediatric participants with real words at different levels of visibility, demonstrating age-related changes in sensitivity to words in the left occipito-temporal sulcus, an area of cortex close to the classical VWFA. Based on the volume of activation observed in this region when contrasting visible vs. less/non-visible conditions, they noted that sensitivity in this area increases between the ages of 7-9 years, decreases after the age of 13 years, and stabilizes to adult levels at the age of 15 years. Thus, this study provided valuable information about developmental changes occurring around the vicinity of the VWFA. However, maturational cortical changes may extend beyond these specific patches of cortex, potentially occurring systematically across a larger portion of the occipitotemporal region. For example, a notable observation is the discovery that within the ventral stream there exists a posterior-to-anterior gradient of word-selectivity (i.e. greater differential activation in anterior regions between words and symbol strings), and a move towards a terminology that describes the ''visual word form system'' (VWFS). This gradient of word-selectivity has been demonstrated in adults (Vinckier et al., 2007) as well as in adolescents and children Brem et al., 2009; van der Mark et al. 2009 ), primarily using region of interest (ROI) analysis. This approach has also been used to examine potential developmental differences. Brem et al. (2009) utilized a region of interest analysis within the ventral stream to examine whether any differences in the nature of the VWFS gradient of word-selectivity would be observed in children when compared to adolescents and adults in a Swiss-German speaking population. Their study employed a multi-modal approach, using both event related potential (ERP) and functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) to take advantage of these technologies' respective strengths (i.e. ERP being more sensitive to fast transient responses and fMRI being more sensitive to sustained responses). The ERP results from this study suggest the existence of a tuning of the VWFS in more experienced readers, with greater preference for word processing being narrowed to more anterior portions of the occipito-temporal cortex in adults relative to children. However, this developmental specialization of word-selective regions was not observed in the fMRI data, potentially due to sustained responses from top-down processes elicited by the task demands. Interestingly, this study reports a negative correlation between reading fluency and word-selective fMRI activity in posterior occipito-temporal regions, thereby at least suggesting less engagement of posterior regions in more experienced readers.
The present study revisits the question about the spatial pattern of brain activity in the left occipito-temporal cortex as a function of reading development. If progressive selectivity for words in the anterior ventral stream is demonstrated in children, yet differs from the adults based on strength or location of selectivity, it does not only provide informed theoretical models of how the adult pattern is established (Vinckier et al., 2007) , but it also provides a normative baseline for children by which to understand developmental disorders such as dyslexia, where a gradient of print selectivity has been shown to be lacking (van der Mark et al., 2009) . We employed the same implicit reading task reported in Turkeltaub et al. (2003) and took steps to optimize our study for the question at hand: data were acquired at a higher field strength (3T as opposed to 1.5T) and similar to the study of Brem et al. (2009) , we used a region of interest (ROI) analysis (rather than whole brain analysis) which allowed us to focus on the nature of the gradient of word-selectivity in the VWFS, and to explore whether greater specialization might be observed in the anterior portions of this region in more mature readers. In addition to within-and between-group analyses, we also examined how activation within this region related to measures of reading ability.
Materials and methods

Participants
All subjects were monolingual, native speakers of English. No individuals reported a previous diagnosis of developmental disability, severe language or psychiatric disorder. Twenty-six subjects (15 adults, 11 children) were included in final analysis after 17 (10 children) were excluded based on excessive head motion and poor in-scanner performance as described below. All subjects underwent a battery of behavioral tests measuring IQ, reading ability and skills known to support reading (Wagner & Torgesen, 1987) in order to ensure performance was in the normal range for both groups, and that children and adults had comparable performance levels. Tests included the Wechsler Abbreviated Scale of Intelligence (WASI) verbal and performance tests (Wechsler, 1999) and the Woodcock-Johnson Tests of Achievement (WJ-III) Basic Reading cluster to evaluate real and pseudoword reading (Woodcock, McGrew, & Mather, 2001 ). The Lindamood-Bell Auditory Conceptualization test (LAC) was employed to measure phonemic awareness (Lindamood & Lindamood, 2004) and Rapid Automatized Naming (RAN) for naming fluency (Denckla & Cutting, 1999; Denckla & Rudel, 1976a; Denckla & Rudel, 1976b) . Group performance data on these measures as well as demographic information for the final group of subjects is listed in Table 1 . Prior to the experiments, written informed consent was obtained from all participants, as well as from a legal guardian for the children. All experimental procedures were approved by the Georgetown University Institutional Review Board.
fMRI acquisition and task
During fMRI data acquisition, subjects performed an implicit word processing task (Price, Wise, & Frackowiak, 1996; Turkeltaub et al., 2003; Turkeltaub et al., 2004) involving the detection of a tall character within a visually presented real word (RW). Subjects were instructed to press a button in their right hand if there was an ascending character in the presented stimulus (e.g. 'l' in 'solve') and a button in their left hand if there was no ascender (e.g. 'cease'). Though the participants are not instructed to read the word during this task, reading occurs implicitly and without conscious effort in skilled readers (Price et al., 1996) . Various studies involving children and adults have demonstrated activation for this type of task in reading-related brain regions, including those thought to be involved in orthographic, phonological and semantic processing (Ben-Shachar et al., 2011; Price et al., 1996; Turkeltaub et al., 2003; Turkeltaub et al., 2004) . The ease of the implicit reading task renders it useful for studies involving children because it avoids confounds driven by differences in task performance. False-font (FF) strings were utilized as an active visual control stimulus and here, subjects again had to pay attention to the presence or absence of an ascender. The false-fonts were matched with the word stimuli in size, number of characters, and location of ascenders and descenders. All stimuli were displayed in black on a white background. A block-design paradigm in which alternating active condition periods (i.e. RW or FF) were interspersed with passive fixation periods (Fix) was utilized in each run (Fig. 1) . The intervening fixation period lasted for 18s during which a crosshair was displayed in the center of the screen. For the active conditions each task block lasted for 42s, with each run consisting of two blocks each of the RW and FF conditions. Each subject completed two runs, and both runs were included in the analysis for all subjects (10 stimuli per block, 40 total stimuli/56 images per task for each session). Stimulus presentation and recording of responses was controlled using the Presentation software (Neurobehavioral Systems Inc., Albany, CA, USA). To familiarize the subjects with the MRI environment (thus minimizing the potential for motion artifacts), pediatric participants underwent a training session in a mock scanner prior to the experiment.
Data acquisition was performed on a 3T Siemens Trio scanner located in the Center for Functional and Molecular Imaging at the Georgetown University Medical Center, Washington, DC. For each functional run, 89 images consisting of 50 contiguous axial slices covering the whole brain were acquired with the following parameters: FOV = 192 mm, Slice thickness = 2.8 mm (0.2 mm inter-slice gap), In-plane resolution = 64 Â 64 (voxels size = 3 mm isotropic), Flip Angle = 90°, TE = 30 ms, TR = 3s.
Analysis
Pre-processing and analysis of functional datasets was performed using SPM8 (http://fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm/). To prevent T1 saturation effects, the first 5 scans of each run were discarded prior to pre-processing. The resulting datasets were subsequently motion corrected, normalized to the Montreal Neurological Institute (MNI) EPI template, re-sampled to 2 mm 3 isotropic voxels, and smoothed with a Gaussian kernel of 8 mm full width at half maximum. Previous studies have demonstrated the validity of comparing adult and pediatric activation maps normalized to the same stereotactic space for image resolutions greater than 5 mm 3 (Burgund et al., 2002; Kang, Burgund, Lugar, Petersen, & Schlaggar, 2003) . Datasets were subsequently examined for head motion artifacts. Time-points for which the scan-to-scan motion was greater than a pre-determined threshold of 0.75 mm (25% of the voxel size) were removed from analysis. Subjects for whom more than 20% of the images in the run exhibited scan-to-scan motion beyond the 0.75 mm threshold were excluded from further analysis. Following pre-processing, subsequent analysis was performed in three steps. First, whole brain activation maps were generated for within-group and between-group comparisons. Next, to examine the spatial layout of sensitivity to real words and false-fonts, gradient images of differential activation were generated within each group at the whole-brain level (similar to Vinckier et al., 2007 and van der Mark et al., 2010) . Finally, spherical regions of interest were functionally defined, and applied within the bilateral occipito-temporal regions to statistically test for differences in the nature of relative word-selectivity between the two groups in this region, and also to examine correlations between brain activity in some of these ROIs and reading performance. Details about the procedures employed in each step are presented in the following sections.
Whole-brain activation maps for within-group and betweengroup comparisons
As in our earlier study (Turkeltaub et al., 2003) , statistical analysis at the first level involved generating parametric activation maps for the individual subjects for the real word and false-font conditions relative to baseline (RW vs. Fix and FF vs. Fix), and for the direct contrast between the two conditions (RW vs. FF). Stimulus onsets were modeled using the canonical SPM hemodynamic response function. Functional datasets at the first level were high-pass filtered with a cut-off of 128s and corrected for auto-correlations using an AR(1) model (Friston et al., 2002) . Group random effects activation maps for each condition were generated using the subject-specific contrast images in a one-sample t-test. Significantly active clusters were considered to be those that survived a cluster-size whole brain correction implemented using the CorrClusTh algorithm by Nichols at a cluster-defining threshold of p < 0.001 (http://www.sph.umich.edu/~nichols/JG2/CorrClusTh.m).
To test for regions which exhibited reliable differences between children and adults, two-sample t-tests were conducted at the second level for the afore-mentioned contrasts. In each case, we probed for regions in which children exhibited statistically greater activation than adults and vice versa. Activation maps resulting from the within-group contrast of RW vs. FF, and for all betweengroup comparisons were presented at an uncorrected p < 0.001 level (k > 20), comparable to those employed in other studies examining ventral stream activations in children (Booth, Bebko, Burman, & Bitan, 2007; Booth et al., 2001; Brown et al., 2005; van der Mark et al., 2010; Brem et al., 2010) .
Gradient images
To examine the profile of word-selectivity (i.e. the posterior-toanterior gradient) within the ventral occipito-temporal cortex in the pediatric and adult groups, we generated maps of differential activation between RWs and FFs relative to baseline (Fix). For each group, we used the statistical maps described above (i.e. p < 0.001; cluster-size corrected) and subtracted the FF vs. Fix map from the RW vs. Fix map. For visualization purposes, the resulting difference maps were masked to display activation specific to the bilateral occipito-temporal network. The mask was generated using MARS-BAR (http://marsbar.sourceforge.net), and included the fusiform gyrus, lingual gyrus and inferior occipital gyrus.
ROI analysis in the visual word form system
Regions of interest were generated within the occipito-temporal region (using MARSBAR) to statistically test for differences in word-selectivity between our children and adult groups along the posterior-to-anterior axis. To avoid the effects of blurring, ROI analysis was performed on unsmoothed data. ROIs were functionally chosen to target regions that most reliably exhibited activation in response to either of the active conditions, while avoiding a bias towards a specific group or condition. To this effect, real word and false-font activations were combined at the first level to obtain an Active vs. Fix activation map for each individual subject. Subsequent to this, a single group map was generated by using a one-sample t-test at the second level to combine activations over all twenty-six individuals across both groups. This map was defined at a cluster-size corrected threshold of p < 0.001. Next, the posterior half of the fusiform gyrus (as defined in the MARSBAR toolbox) was divided into sub-sections along the antero-posterior axis. These sub-sections were used as bounding boxes to locate eight activation peaks within the ventral occipito-temporal region of the afore-mentioned single-group map that were used as the centers of 4mm
3 (approximately 33 voxels) ROI spheres. Eight homotopic spheres were placed at the same locations in the contra-lateral hemisphere for a controlled comparison. For each subject, the percent signal change was computed within the defined ROIs for the RW-FF contrast and subsequently entered into an analysis of variance (ANOVA) using ROI and Hemisphere as within-subject factors, and Group as a between-subject factor. For comparison with the study of Brem et al. (2009) , we additionally examined group differences in activity for each of the conditions relative to the fixation baseline (i.e. RW vs. Fix and FF vs. Fix), to determine whether any observed differences were driven by responses to real-words or the false-font control, or both. Finally, we performed linear regression analysis to examine the relationship between percent signal change for word-selective activity (RW-FF) for some ROIs and standardized measures of real word reading (WJ-III Word Identification -WID), and naming fluency (RAN Letter and Number naming -L/N; RAN Color and Object naming -C/O subtests). These age-normed measures were acquired outside of the scanner and chosen because they emphasize orthographic recognition (rather than phonological decoding or phonemic coding, which are associated with temporo-parietal and less with inferior-temporal cortex).
Results
Task performance
In-scanner performance measures for both groups are presented in Table 2 . All subjects performed with high accuracy on both the real word and false-font conditions of the feature detection task. As in our previous study (Turkeltaub et al., 2003) adults responded overall with greater accuracy and shorter response time than children. Importantly, however, there were no age-related differences when comparing the difference score between real words and false-fonts attained for each group for either accuracy or response time measures. As in Turkeltaub et al. (2003) , we found no significant correlation of RW-FF accuracy (r = 0.053; p = 0.792) or reaction time (r = À0.027; p = 0.897) with age, thus this particular task comparison was not susceptible to developmental effects.
fMRI results
Whole brain activation maps
Whole brain activation maps are displayed in Fig. 2 for all comparisons. Within-group maps were rendered on the standardized MNI SPM brain surface template to observe regions that most-reliably exhibited activation across the whole brain for each contrast (i.e. RW vs. Fix, FF vs. Fix and RW vs. FF). Axial slices within the occipito-temporal cortex are presented for the between-group maps in order to focus on activations within the VWF region. The plane of each displayed slice was chosen to match the location corresponding to the activation peak within the occipito-temporal region for the specific contrast. A full list of activation peaks for all computed contrasts is presented in Table 3 .
3.2.1.1. Real words vs. fixation.
Within-Groups: Implicit reading of real words compared to fixation (RW vs. Fix) elicited activation in the left occipito-temporal region within the VWF system in both groups. Activation was also observed within the inferior frontal gyrus/insula for the children, while adults revealed activation that extended into the inferior frontal gyrus, though the peak was situated superior to this location. Both groups exhibited activation in bilateral parietal regions during implicit reading of real words, including superior parietal lobes and precuneus (BA 7).
Between-Groups: In the children, greater activation was observed in the left fusiform gyrus, slightly anterior to the reported peak of the VWFA (MNI co-ordinates: À42, À50, À14). For the reverse comparison, i.e. greater activation for adults relative to children, a focus was found in the left parahippocampal gyrus (MNI: À40, À24, À24).
3.2.1.2. False-fonts vs. fixation.
Within-Groups: Activity associated with the active control condition of false-font processing was examined in a statistical map of FF greater than Fix and revealed regions within bilateral occipito-temporal and parietal cortices in both the pediatric and adult groups. These included inferior and middle occipital gyrus, middle temporal gyrus, and inferior and superior parietal lobules. Medial and inferior frontal gyri were also activated during the false-font condition.
Between-Groups: Direct comparison between the two groups revealed greater activation for children in bilateral middle occipital Real word/false-font response time difference (ms)
À15.6 ± 75 À28.6 ± 29 n.s.
gyri, left middle temporal gyrus, and the left middle frontal gyrus. Regions exhibiting greater activation for adults relative to children were restricted to bilateral occipital regions.
3.2.1.3. Real words vs. false-fonts. Within-Groups: Direct comparison between conditions (RW vs. FF) revealed activation peaks in the left inferior frontal and fusiform (VWF) regions for the children. This pattern was not observed in the adults, for whom activations were primarily limited to right hemisphere frontal and occipital regions.
Between-Groups: Between group comparisons yielded greater activation for the children in the left fusiform gyrus close to the VWFA, though the peak occurred at a more posterior-medial location (MNI: À32, À64, À16) than what has been traditionally reported. Adults revealed greater activity than the children in left lingual gyrus (see Table 3 ).
Gradient of word-selectivity
The gradient image revealed the expected pattern of differential activity between words and false-font strings (Fig. 3) in the occipito-temporal region. In both children and adults, word-selective activation (red) was observed in the more anterior portions of the left hemisphere, with false-fonts (blue) predominantly driving activation in more posterior regions. This pattern of anterior word-selectivity was not observed in the right hemisphere which predominantly exhibited false-font activation throughout the extent of the occipito-temporal region. Closer inspection of the ventral stream activation pattern in both groups reveals that word-selectivity in the adults occurred at a more anterior location than in children. For reference purposes in Fig. 3 , cursors were placed at y = À50 for two x (À38, À42) and two z (À14, À22) co-ordinates. While children seemed to be exhibiting strong word-selective activation at this y-co-ordinate, the same was not observed for the adults. Rather, stronger real word activation for the adult group occurred at more anterior and slightly lateral locations.
ROI analysis in the VWF system
Region of interest analysis was used to further explore the differences in the patterns of word-selectivity between the groups, and to submit the above observations to statistical analysis. MNI co-ordinates of the resulting eight spherical regions of interest selected within the bilateral occipito-temporal cortices are displayed in Fig. 4 (top) . Within each region, group mean percent signal change was calculated for the contrast of RW-FF. These results are displayed in Fig. 4A .
The ANOVA yielded a significant main effect of Hemisphere (F(1,25) = 17.7; P < 0.0001), ROI (F(7,19) = 5.01; P < 0.0001) and Group (F(1,25) = 10.7; P = 0.0012), as well as an interaction of ROI Â Group (F(7,19) = 3.28; P = 0.019). In the left hemisphere, post hoc t-tests (two-tailed) revealed that this pattern was driven by greater RW-FF activation for children relative to adults in ROI 5 (i.e. y = À50; p = 0.034) and ROI 6 (i.e. y = À42; p = 0.074), both locations being slightly anterior to what would be considered the classical VWFA peak (located at ROI 4 based on Cohen et al., 2000; McCandliss et al., 2003) . In the ROIs further anterior to these locations, RW-FF activity was greater for adults than children, with the difference being marginally significant in ROI 8 (p = 0.083). In all right hemisphere regions, false-fonts elicited greater activation than real words for both groups. This difference was greater for adults than children, particularly in the two most posterior regions (y = À76: p = 0.053; y = À84: p = 0.023).
To further examine the patterns of activity in the occipitotemporal cortex (similar to Brem et al., 2009) we separately plotted percent signal change values for real words relative to fixation and false-fonts relative to fixation for each group (Fig. 4B and C) . Based on patterns exhibited within these plots, afore-mentioned differences for RW-FF activity between the two groups in the anterior left occipitotemporal cortex appeared to be driven by differences in activation for real words (relative to fixation).
Finally, regression analyses performed in the most anterior four ROIs of the left hemisphere (Fig. 5) revealed that for both groups a positive relationship exists between percent signal change for word-selective activation (RW-FF) and letter/number naming speed (RAN; L/N) in the most anterior left ROI (ROI 8: r = 0.402; p = 0.042). Further, in the adults, but not children, we also observed a relationship between word-selective activity and single real word reading (WID) in this same location (r = 0.601; p = 0.018), and comparison of correlation coefficients between the two groups yielded a significant difference (p = 0.022), providing additional confirmation that the relationship between these two variables is different for the adult and pediatric groups. Fig. 2 . Group whole brain activation maps. Left/Middle: Within group activation maps for each of the task conditions relative to fixation (top and middle rows -p < 0.001; cluster-size corrected) and differential activation between real words and false-fonts (bottom -p < 0.001; uncorrected) for children and adults, surface rendered on the standardized MNI SPM template. Right: Between-group activations within the bilateral occipito-temporal cortices for each of the computed contrasts (p < 0.001 uncorrected). Z-coordinates were chosen based on the location of the peak activation within this region. L: denotes the left hemisphere, R: Right hemisphere. A full list of activation peaks is presented in Table 3 .
Discussion
Most prior reports on neurodevelopmental changes associated with reading acquisition have examined changes across the entire brain, thereby capturing processes associated with orthographic, phonologic and semantic processing (Booth et al., 2001 (Booth et al., , 2004 Brem et al., 2006; Brem et al., 2009; Brown et al., 2005; Shaywitz et al., 2002; Turkeltaub et al., 2003) and most of these studies did not find differences in the left hemisphere occipito-temporal regions in and around the visual word form area. As the interest in reading-specific processes in the ventral stream in the adult literature has increased (especially the notion of a word-selective gradient in the VWFS; Vinckier et al., 2007) , the question arises about how the organization of the ventral stream may differ between adults and children, given their profound differences in reading experience. Using event-related potentials, a study by Brem et al. (2009) observed developmental differences in the occipito-temporal gradient, however these differences were not observed in the same sample using fMRI under the same task condition, raising the question of the different sensitivities of these techniques and their interactions with specific paradigms. The goal of the present study was to address the question of whether differences exist between children and adults in the occipitotemporal gradient using fMRI, using an implicit reading task in an English speaking population. We employed the same implicit reading paradigm previously reported in a pediatric sample (Turkeltaub et al., 2003) , which allows for a comparison of real words and false-font characters, to examine gradients in the visual ventral stream (van der Mark et al., 2009; Vinckier et al., 2007) . The current investigation used a higher field strength than our previous work as well as most of the developmental studies cited above, which might help differentiating task-related activity in the ventral stream of children and adults.
In accordance with previous literature, whole-brain analysis revealed activation in traditional left-hemisphere language areas for both the adult and pediatric samples when contrasting real words with fixation, and to a lesser extent when real words were contrasted with false-fonts. As revealed by the gradient images and ROI analysis, we also observed the previously reported occipitotemporal gradient in the left hemisphere for both groups. That is, for both children and adults, there was a relative increase in activity in response to viewing real words when contrasted to falsefonts as one moves from posterior to anterior ROIs in the ventral stream. Our main finding was that the nature of this gradient All co-ordinates listed in the table correspond to the MNI stereotaxic space. Anatomical locations of activated brain areas were identified by converting these MNI coordinates into the Talairach anatomical space (Talairach & Tournoux, 1998) using the Yale non-linear (MNI2TAL) transformation (Lacadie, Fulbright, Rajeevan, Constable, & Papademetrix, 2008) was not identical for the two groups. ROI analysis revealed that children exhibited between-task differences favoring real words in a location posterior to where the adults exhibited greater activity for words relative to false-fonts. We also found that adults, as has been previously reported Brem et al., 2009) , showed greater activity in posterior occipito-temporal cortex for the control condition relative to the words, while this was not observed in the children. Our results provide evidence for developmental differences, and suggest the need for further fine grained analysis of this ventral stream system in more narrowly defined age groups and under a variety of task conditions.
Whole brain activation patterns
Our first analysis concerned examining activity in the entire brain. Contrasting the real word and false-font tasks relative to fixation in both children and adults revealed that while real word activations were primarily left hemisphere lateralized (as shown in previous studies of reading Brem et al., 2009; Gaillard et al., 2003; Schlaggar et al., 2002; Tagamets, Novick, Chalmers, & Friedman, 2000; Turkeltaub et al., 2003) , false-fonts elicited activation in a bilateral network including occipital, parietal, middle and inferior frontal regions similar to previous studies that utilized this paradigm (Price et al., 1996; Turkeltaub et al., 2003) . The real words greater than false-font contrast revealed a focus in the left fusiform gyrus in the children, but not the adults. Direct between-group comparison for words greater than false-fonts using whole brain analysis yielded greater activation for children than adults in the occipito-temporal cortex, with the peak difference located posterior and medial to the traditionally reported VWFA (y = À64). This finding for the whole-brain analysis differs from our previous study (Turkeltaub et al., 2003) , where no activation clusters were observed in the occipito-temporal cortex when comparing children and adults for the RW-FF contrast. The difference between the two findings may be a consequence of the higher field strength utilized in the current study, providing greater signal-to-noise ratio to observe these subtle differences.
Failure to show activity in the classical VWFA in the adults using the real word greater than false-font comparison may at first seem surprising. However, it is noteworthy that the original whole-brain analysis imaging study by Price et al. (1996) using the implicit reading paradigm utilized in the present study also did not report significant activity in what has since been termed the VWFA (which according to Cohen et al., 2000 is around Talairach co-ordinates (Tal: À43, À54, À12). Instead, Price and colleagues reported on a more anterior location (Tal: À48, À42, À12). Interestingly, this location is relatively close to that reported for the whole brain analysis in the children in the present study (MNI: À40, À44, À18; Tal: À38, À45, À11), with the adults in the present study showing no activity that surpassed our threshold. Other studies using whole brain analysis and contrasting real words with false-fonts (e.g. Turkeltaub et al., 2003; van der Mark et al., 2009) or real words with symbols ) also did not find the VWFA as reported by Cohen and colleagues. This could simply be an issue of whole brain analysis not being sufficiently constrained to allow the detection of this area. However, as will be discussed below, it appears that the location of a word sensitive region is somewhat sensitive to the exact nature of the task being used.
Gradient images and regions of interest
Since the inception of brain imaging studies of reading conducted with positron emission tomography (Petersen, Fox, Posner, Mintun & Raichle, 1988) , whole brain analysis has served the purpose of detecting the location of disparate regions involved in different aspects of lexical processing (e.g. semantics versus orthography). It has also provided a mechanism by which to obtain support for one model of reading over another, for example, addressing parallel versus connectionist models (Rumsey et al., 1997a) , and to examine disorders of reading within these networks (Rumsey et al., 1997b) . In recent years, a specific interest in the ventral stream of the left hemisphere has emerged, and more specifically the use of fMRI to examine the hierarchy that subserves visual word recognition in the occipito-temporal cortex with an anterior-to-posterior progression (Vinckier et al., 2007) . The local combination detector model has been put forward by Dehaene, Cohen, Sigman, and Vinckier (2005) to best describe the internal organization of this region. As such, this model provides an additional layer of specificity to more global models of reading development (e.g. Pugh et al., 2001 ) that describe a principal role for the occipito-temporal region in identifying frequently seen words, most likely invoked in the more advanced stages of reading (i.e. following phonological assembly in dorsal brain regions at earlier stages of reading acquisition). Since the local combination detector model is guided by the principles that govern the organization of the primate visual system, one would assume that the hierarchy exists for young children, including pre-readers, but that the use of the system for words is experience-dependent.
In the present study we generated gradient images to show patterns of preferential activity along the occipito-temporal axis, highlighting differences between the two groups in the nature of the ''word-selective gradient''. Both children and adult groups in our study exhibited the previously observed gradient of wordselectivity in the left-hemisphere VWFS Brem et al., 2009; Vinckier et al., 2007 , van der Mark et al., 2010 . However, word-selective regions in the adults occurred at a more anterior location and extended into more anterior regions within the VWFS than in children, suggesting the utilization of more anterior regions for word processing with age-related advanced reading skills.
The gradient images further revealed that word-selective activation for the children appeared to follow a more medial trajectory Fig. 3 . Gradient images illustrating the lay-out of spatial sensitivity to real words (red) and false-fonts (blue) in children and adults. An image of differential activity between words and false-fonts was obtained and masked within the occipitotemporal cortex including the lingual gyrus, fusiform gyrus and the inferior occipital gyrus.
(see Fig. 3 , z = À14), whereas for adults this occurred in more lateral portions of the mid-fusiform region (and in this group false-fonts appeared to have greater activation in more medial areas). This profile for adults is similar to that reported by Vinckier et al. (2007) also in an adult population. Lateral portions of the occipito-temporal cortex have been reported to be involved in multi-modal (visual and auditory) word processing , spelling (Purcell, Napoliello, & Eden, 2011; Rapp and Lipka, 2010) , and in single letter processing . As adults are expected to be more familiar with the internal (letter) structure of the word representation, increased response may be elicited in these lateral regions for this group during the word processing task.
For the ROI analysis, word-selective activity (i.e. significantly greater activation for words relative to false-fonts) was observed in the two most anterior ROIs for adults, as already foreshadowed by the gradient images. This anterior increase in real word activation for the adults was accompanied by a relative decrease in more posterior regions: false-font activations were significantly greater than real words in the two most posterior ROIs for adults but not children. Our findings therefore again emphasize the separation between false-font processing regions in the posterior occipitotemporal cortex, and word processing in the more anterior regions for adults. The children also demonstrated word-selective activity in two anterior left occipito-temporal ROIs, located directly behind those two seen in adults. Children did not exhibit a greater response to false-fonts in the posterior brain regions as the adults did, suggesting that earlier aspects of the visual system are also modulated by age and reading experience.
One surprising finding is that the two stimulus categories elicited similar activation levels at the site of ROI 4, prompting us to ask why both the children and adult groups failed to show the classical VWFA. Mid-portions of the fusiform gyrus (i.e. the VWFA and regions directly anterior and posterior to it) are thought to be involved in accessing sub-lexical (orthographic-to-phonologic) information of visually presented print stimuli (Cohen et al., 2002; Dehaene et al., 2005; Vinckier et al., 2007) . Instead of finding selectivity for words in the VWFA proper, we observed increasing word-selectivity in regions anterior to the classical VWFA (for both children and adults). Interestingly, our findings are consistent with van der Mark et al.'s pediatric study (2009) , which also found that the real words greater than false-fonts contrast elicited a significant differential signal in their ROI located anterior to the VWFA proper (but not the VWFA itself). This ROI was located at MNI: À42, À44, À18 and ours is at MNI: À42, À50, À14. Monitoring words compared to symbol strings for repetition also did not elicit a differential response in the ROI aligned with the VWFA proper in either studies reported by Brem and colleagues, but again, the ROI anterior to it (MNI: À42, À42, À18) for both children and adults , and likewise, both ROIs located anterior to the ROI aligned with the VWFA in their adolescent/adult sample , showed a strong preference for words over the control stimulus.
It is therefore tempting to speculate, as have others , that there is a profound difference in this paradigm from that used by Cohen and colleagues, who instead contrasted words with low level stimuli such as checkerboards (e.g. Cohen et al., 2002) . For example, the false-font task does induce widespread activity in the posterior portion of the ventral visual stream, and, as these infringe the middle portion of the fusiform gyrus, this provides less of a difference (than a checkerboard control condition) in the regions considered to be the VWFA. Notably, we provide further evidence for the idea that using a symbolic/symbollike control task results in an anterior ''shift'' for the foci that shows the greatest differential response for words when compared to the control stimulus, thereby effectively identifying a different position for the VWFA along the anterior-posterior axis based on the demands of the control stimulus. It is worth noting that the publication by Vinckier et al. (2007) did employ real words contrasted to false-fonts and elicited a relatively greater response for real words than false-fonts in ROIs anterior to the VWFA. Future studies comparing these two types of paradigms (i.e. symbol-like vs. checkerboard control stimuli) within the same group could help resolve this issue.
Returning to the observation that while for children, real words were significantly greater than false-fonts in the two ROIs directly anterior to the VWFA (ROI 5: y = -50; ROI 6: y = À42), adults did not demonstrate a pattern of word-selectivity in these regions, but instead in the two ROIs anterior to this. This observation does not necessarily rule out that adults demonstrate word-selectivity in any of the locations directly anterior to the VWFA. After all, the observation is a consequence of the ROIs utilized in this study. As discussed above, gradient images demonstrated that wordselectivity for the adults followed a more lateral trajectory relative to the children. While our ROIs in these locations more closely matched those of Brem and colleagues in their study examining developmental effects , they are located more medial than the ROIs of Vinckier et al. (2007) examining the gradient of word-selectivity in an adult sample. In fact, when we selected ROIs at more lateral locations (MNI: x, y, z = À50, À42, À23; more closely matching those of Vinckier and colleagues), we indeed observed significantly greater word activation for the adults relative to false-fonts (p = 0.02). Thus, we find that adults did exhibit word-selective activation in the regions directly anterior to the classical VWFA, but similar to Vinckier and colleagues, we observe that for this group, word-selectivity appears to follow a more lateral trajectory.
While we have argued above that those studies using paradigms similar to the one used in the present study also show word-related activity anterior to the ''traditional'' VWFA location, unlike the afore-mentioned studies, we report for the first time recruitment of more anterior locations in the adults for real word processing relative to the children. These regions were quite anterior to the classical VWFA, extending into the parahippocampal gyrus. It behooves us therefore to contemplate what ''selectivity to words'' means in this context, given that the implicit processing of words elicits a range of processes (orthographic, semantic, phonological) none of which can be isolated with this experimental paradigm. One possible interpretation is that the recruitment of these anterior regions may be the result of adults accessing semantic representations of the presented words, as described in the dual-route cascaded computational model, where orthographic input proceeds to either phonological output or semantics (Coltheart, Rastle, Perry, & Langdon, 2001) .
Various studies have demonstrated involvement of the fusiform/parahippocampal regions (at co-ordinates close to those reported in the current study) using tasks that involve semantic representation. These have been summarized most effectively by Binder, Desai, Graves and Conant (2009) in a meta-analysis of 120 studies involving semantic processing. Tasks included in the meta-analysis were those that revealed differences in the degree to which stored knowledge was accessed or the type of knowledge accessed. Activation likelihood was observed in the fusiform and parahippocampal gyri, notably close to the position on the posterior-anterior axis that coincides with the ROIs identified in the current study to be more active for words than false-fonts in adults. The exact function of this region is still poorly understood, and it seems activity underlying semantic processing is more commonly reported for object rather than word stimuli. In that context it is of note that even though our subjects were not given a task that evaluated semantic processing, the fact that we observe a correlation of activation in these regions with the measure of naming fluency suggests that some level of semantic processing may be occurring here.
Finally, developmental disengagement of right hemisphere regions reported by Turkeltaub et al. (2003) was also observed in the present study. While seven out of the eight regions in the right hemisphere exhibited significantly greater activation for falsefonts than real words in the adults, only one region showed this pattern in children. In addition, Turkeltaub et al. (2003) reported a negative correlation of word-selective BOLD activity with age in the posterior fusiform gyrus. This pattern was also observed in our current sample for the most posterior ROI in the right hemisphere (ROI 1: r = À0.41; p = 0.037), providing further evidence of developmental disengagement of right hemisphere posterior regions for word processing with greater reading experience.
Further considerations
Results from our study support observed ERP results from the study of Brem et al. (2009) showing that specialized word processing is narrowed to more anterior regions in more experienced readers (i.e. adults). While the study of Brem and colleagues did not demonstrate this difference when data were acquired with fMRI, they did observe a negative correlation between word-selective activity and reading speed across their full sample in the posterior VWFS, suggesting that fast readers do not rely on the posterior aspect of this system. Our study observed a positive correlation between word-selective activity and naming speed in the most anterior region of the VWFS. The combination of results from these two studies supports the idea that less proficient readers may rely more on posterior aspects of the VWF system during word processing, with individuals exhibiting greater reading proficiency (which may in part be a function of greater reading experience) relying more on the anterior aspects of the system. In the adults only, we also observed a positive correlation between word-selective activity and word identification. This correlation was not observed in the children, suggesting that development of this anterior region for word processing may occur later in the reading trajectory. Future longitudinal studies may be utilized to track how the specific neural changes occur with the progression of reading development.
Worth noting is the difference in language backgrounds between individuals in our study and that of Brem and colleagues. The German language has a shallow orthography compared to English, which contains a larger number of phoneme-to-grapheme representations, and greater inconsistencies between spoken and written representations (see Erickson and Sachse, 2010 for a review). Thus the rate of reading and reading acquisition is slower in English learners relative to their German counterparts, or those learning other more transparent languages (Landerl, Wimmer, & Frith, 1997; Seymour, Aro, & Erskine, 2003; Wimmer & Goswami, 1994; Ziegler & Goswami, 2005 ). As such, development of regions involved in language processing may occur at a slower rate in English speakers, with German children at a similar age/grade level being closer to their adult counterparts in terms of neural development. Whether this may in part account for the unobserved differences in Brem et al. (2009) and the observed differences in the current study requires greater investigation, but remains worthy of consideration.
One weakness of the present study is the wide age range of the subjects in the pediatric sample. It is not known at what age the gradient of selectivity is established. Failure to see developmental changes in the VWFA in children in earlier reports using a whole brain analysis approach raised the possibility (Turkeltaub et al., 2003) that these changes may occur at a younger age. At the same time, previous studies have focused on an older age group van der Mark et al., 2009) and there is good reason to believe that these changes are not apparent until a few years after formal schooling has begun. Future studies using larger samples of children at each age group and preferably employing a longitudinal design like that used by Ben-Shachar and colleagues (2011) will be able to home in on the specifics of the developmental trajectory. The goal of the present study was to provide the initial step of asking if in general, there are differences between children and adults, especially in the light of the discrepant fMRI and EEG finding reported by Brem and colleagues (2009) .
Nevertheless, our wide age range raises the question as to whether the differences between children and adults may be driven by the younger participants within the pediatric sample. To address this question we interrogated homogeneity within our pediatric sample. To probe for an age-related effect in the pediatric sample, we examined whether activity in our ROIs was modulated by age. Specifically, we correlated fMRI activity for RW vs. Fix, FF vs. Fix and RW vs. FF in all (left and right) occipito-temporal ROIs with age for the pediatric sample and found no significant correlation. When these analyses were repeated using measures of reading ability (Word ID, Word Attack) instead of chronological age, we obtained the same negative results. This suggests that observed effects are unlikely to be driven by a particular subset (based on age or reading ability) of the pediatric sample.
Finally, the dissociation between observations of our study and that of Brem et al. (2009) might also be due to the differences in the tasks employed within each study. Brem and colleagues utilized a task that required subjects to press a button after immediate repetition of a presented word or symbol string. This task -commonly referred to as a 1-back task -engages a wide cortical network (Owen, McMillan, Laird, & Bullmore, 2005) , and thus, elicited responses may be susceptible to top-down activations due to task demand. Indeed, this was highlighted by the authors as a possible explanation for the dissociation between their observed ERP and fMRI results. Also, between-task differences in performance and reaction time were reported in their study. Our task on the other hand simply involved feature detection within the visually presented stimuli, and thus may be less susceptible to afore-mentioned top-down activations. Further, the relative performance on false-fonts and real words was constant across our adult and pediatric samples, suggesting the validity of the task for examining developmental differences. We posit that while ERP is still more sensitive to the transient responses highlighting these subtle differences in response profiles, the combination of higher field fMRI as well as the use of less demanding tasks might provide the sensitivity required to observe these differences, and speaks to the importance of conducting more focused ROI analyses in the ventral stream, not unlike the work conducted for face processing in the ''Fusiform Face Region'' (for review see Kanwisher and Yovel, 2006) .
Conclusion
We examined whether developmental differences exist in the anterior-to-posterior gradient of word-selectivity previously observed separately in typically reading children and adults in the left occipito-temporal visual word form system. Our study utilized an implicit word processing task with fMRI at 3T, applying both whole-brain and region of interest analysis techniques. We observed gradients of word-selectivity in the left occipito-temporal cortex (but not in the right hemisphere) for both pediatric and adult groups. Both whole-brain activation patterns and region of interest analysis revealed recruitment of more anterior occipitotemporal regions for word-selective processing in the adults. Further, results suggested that anterior word specialization in adults was driven by increased activation to real words, and activation in these anterior regions was correlated with measures of whole word reading in the adults but not in the children. Overall, results suggest development of specialized word processing regions in the anterior visual word form system with greater reading experience. These findings in typical pediatric and adult readers not only further inform our understanding of the local combination model for the left occipito-temporal cortex put forward by Dehaene and colleagues (2005) , but also contributes to a foundation of normal reading acquisition by which to eventually compare atypical reading, such as developmental dyslexia.
